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ANNOUNCEMENT

The APC National Board of Directors is happy to announce the appointment with his consent of Robert Denham as a
National Board member until the next annual election in January 2010.   With our membership growing every year,  Rob's

acceptance of a Board position comprises a much needed expansion of the Board and we look forward to his help and
advice.  There is still room for more Board members if anyone is interested.  Our by laws allow for nine total and there are
now three.  Because we are a registered Corporation the Board is entrusted with all policy decisions and with electing

officers annually.  The minimum number of officers required to satisfy State registration requirements for our class of
corporation is a president, vice president, and a secretary/treasurer combined,  or a separate secretary and treasurer.  Board

meetings are held via email whenever any Board member feels there is reason for voting a policy and/or discussing an
APC-related matter.  Minutes of such meetings are kept by the secretary in both electronic and paper form.

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

Regarding the Tea Bags comment in APC Journal # 4, 

"Why not just refuse to pay taxes?  If enough of us refused to pay, they can't lock up 20 million or more.  We don't have
room in the jails.  Just say no to paying taxes.   Taxation disputes got our great country on the road to freedom.  It is only
fitting that a tax revolt gets us back on track". 

Helen Whelchel,  California 

EFFECTIVENESS AND WHERE WE GO FROM HERE  by Robert Williams

There is no doubt that numbers equal clout,  but history is full of examples where tipping points were triggered by just one
person or a small group of people dedicated to a cause.  Our Founding Fathers were few in number but they made a

tremendous impact because they recognized a cause worthy of their dedication and were not quiet about it.  In spite of
huge odds against success they risked their fortunes, their homes, their families, and their very lives.  Our armed services

are risking life and limb right now to prevent the loss of  fortunes, homes, families and freedoms.  We can do no less than
at least show them our support by manning the home front against detractors and destroyers both within and without.  For
small groups such as APC the key to effectiveness is to promote our causes with vigor in supporting our troops, writing

congress, making our opinions known to the judicial and executive branches of our government, and joining each other
and other similar groups in an all-out effort to turn this country away from trends we believe are detrimental to our survival

as the most worthwhile nation in history.

The following quote is what our APC president Mike Dennin sees as a worthwhile direction  for APC this year.
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"- I would like to get into the business of informing and lobbying our leaders in government again. Since we are a small

activist group, we are going to have to pick our battles wisely, and comments about our enemies abroad and within concur
with my impression that national security should continue to be our first and foremost concern. It may be hard to believe,
but I think our dangers have somewhat changed in just the last 2 years. Now that Iraq has been pacified, the most

important theaters in the GWOT appear to be Afghanistan-Pakistan and the countries on the opposite side of the Gulf of
Aden, Somalia and Yemen. Furthermore,  we have major challenges on our hands concerning Iran, Russia and China - the

first two being the most troublesome in my opinion (in no small part because they are allied in many respects). In the few
weeks I have spent observing Russian internet forums, I have had the opportunity to learn just how hostile the Russian
people and their government are towards our country and our people. If I recall correctly, nearly half of the Russian people

are convinced the U.S. wants to start a war with Russia, and an openly hostile Kremlin is aggressively stoking these fears. 

- We will have to discuss our strategy vis a vis Islamism and Jihadism in detail, but this should remain an issue of concern
for us. The OIC's jihad against freedom of speech is still an issue that is lurking in the back of my mind that I expect we

have to address in 2009. We are very fortunate that this problem is not only on our radar screen, but many other
organizations, so we won't be fighting this alone. 

Focusing on the political aspects of Islam --- our fight is with the likes of al Qaeda, the Muslim Brotherhood,  the OIC and
CAIR, not with the exegetes and the Muslims who interpret and practice their religion in accordance with the better angels

of their faith and are allied with us against the militant jihadis and takfiris who claim to represent Islam and the Muslim
community. 

- The weakening of our national security and mind-boggling increases in federal spending for Leftist special interests are
another area of major concern. The so-called "stimulus plan" and the president's mind-boggling budget proposal that adds

$9.3 trillion to the national debt over the next decade present a threat to our economic and national security as
out-of-control spending will burden citizens with ever increasing taxes that will stymie economic growth and lower our

standard of living. 

Perhaps, now that Obama, Pelosi & Reid have shown their hands, we can get people actively involved in what's going on

in Washington again.  Obama's response to the economic crisis is a recipe for compounding the crisis - economists have
made it clear that we cannot afford to be wracking up $1 trillion in deficit spending every single year. Our government has

become completely out of control. 

As for the pictures of rallies, I am sure everybody enjoys the sight of our fellow patriots supporting our country and our

troops - words just don't express what a photograph can - (we should remember) we've all been a part of something really
important, an effort that will probably never be read about in the history books, but had an enormous impact on our

country. As Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell said, it was groups like ours that provided the necessary grassroots
political support that enabled the U.S. to finish the job in Iraq, and our efforts against IVAW's Winter Soldier campaign

prevented another generation of troops from being subjected to the defamation our veterans endured during and after the
Vietnam War. I think we all have a right to be proud of what we've accomplished - I don't even want to contemplate what
might have happened had we all not rallied around our country and our troops." 

MY BIAS --- AN OPINION   By Robert Williams

Biased?  You bet!  As an American citizen by birth and an Army veteran I'm biased against anyone or any group who tries
to undermine or eliminate the freedoms, liberties, and rights guaranteed to me and my family by the U.S. Constitution and

Bill of Rights.  I have identified Islamists,  Nazis, Communists,  Socialists, and  "Leftist Extremists" as enemies. Why? 
Because these labels cover categories of people who are bent on forcing my family and my countrymen to live under

ill-conceived, anti-human collectivist ideas.

But is my bias unfair to those who sincerely believe they have a better answer for the good of humanity?  It might be unfair
to them if they used only persuasion,  but what is unfair to me is that without exception the categories named above want
to enforce my slavery to them with violent means.  Socialists violent?  Mao and Stalin called themselves "socialists".  Nazi

stands for "National Socialist Party".  Socialized medicine violent?  Why do a significant number of Canadian mothers
come to the U.S. to give birth?  In my opinion socialized medicine is violent in two ways.  First it is guaranteed that if

politicians and bureaucrats make medical decisions for me by controlling my access to medical experts it would do
violence to my body.    Second,  if I refused to pay the high taxes necessary for socialized medicine I would be sent to jail
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at the point of a gun.

Regarding Islam --- what might seem  unfair or prejudiced to some good people is a suspicion I harbor for anyone who is a
Muslim or has a Muslim name.  I wasn't always this way,  but I will say that the Islamic religion itself as promulgated by

the Islamic Holy Books that I have studied is so full of justification for violence towards "unbelievers" that it makes its
followers worthy of at least mistrust on my part until they prove otherwise.  I might wish it was not that way, but Muslim

leaders have spent over 1400 years bringing on this suspicion  about their believers.  Only Muslims themselves by their
actions can dispel my suspicion, and they better get at it if they want any sympathy and help from me.  A few Muslims and
ex-Muslims have braved death at the hands of their fellow Muslims in order to bring change.  These few deserve my

support,  but unfortunately at present they are in a very small minority.  If anyone has ideas on how we can help to expand
this minority,  I would appreciate hearing them.

 

EDITORIAL ON THE "DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL DUMNESS"  vs  PATTON'S GHOST

Obama’s Director of National Intelligence, Dennis Blair, echoed U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder by admitting terrorist

detainees from Guantanamo Bay are likely coming to America.  Blair discussed the things we are going to do for these
terrorists besides giving them the privilege of our American court system, it’s endless appeals process, and the same

constitutional rights as a natural born citizen. Now it appears we are planning to give terrorists access to public assistance
such as subsidized housing, healthcare, free education, child care, job training, etc.  The whole nine yards.  Blair declared
at a recent press conference that, “We need some sort of assistance for them to start a new life. --- you can’t just put them

on the street."  Mr. Blair was not talking about hard-working Americans; he was talking about the terrorists that are locked
up at the Detention Facility at Gitmo. Combine that with factual evidence that some terrorists already released are again

attempting to kill Americans and we have American lawyers and Federal officials responsible for endangering all of us!
Our sons and daughters are not safe even from our own government !!!   Isn't it time to get really, really mad ???

WHAT WOULD DOWN-TO-EARTH WWII GENERAL PATTON HAVE SAID ?

Well --- first if it passed through Ike it would  be edited into genteel terms --- perhaps as follows:

GOOD EVENING!
Mr. President, the Congress,  and all my fellow Americans.  The time has come to remind ourselves of why we are 
obligated to fight wars.   Please  set down your coffee cup and give me your undivided attention for a moment. After a

thorough investigation I am pleased to tell you that Abu Ghraib was not "torture" or an "atrocity". It may have been silly
and given the world an opportunity to mock us, but it was  the kind of thing frat boys, sorority girls, and academy cadets do

to newcomers.  No more than some stupid juvenile pranking.  Certainly no reason to wring our hands that our country has
morally reverted to the Middle Ages.

I hope you understand my point.  You have seen the pictures of what went on at Abu Ghraib and I ask you to compare
them with the pictures of  REAL ATROCITIES shown below as they were committed by our deadly enemies.

Some say we have mistreated Islamists.  This is simply not true.  For many years we have given them humanitarian

assistance and bought their oil at high prices.  Yet millions of these miscreants are plotting, as we speak, to destroy our
country and our way of life any way they can.  Many of them are here among us now.  They don't want to convert you and
don't want to rule you. You are a vile infestation of Allah's paradise . They don't really care how "progressive" you are,

how peace-loving you are, or how much you sympathize with their cause or call them "hijackers of religion"   They want
you and your children dead, and they think it is God's will for them to do it.

Some of us think if we give these miscreants a hug or listen to them, then they'll like us.  If you are among the

misinformed,  then you are unfortunately in for a bad surprise.  If they manage to get their hands on a nuke, chemical
agents, or even some anthrax -- you will wish to God we had prevented them while we had the chance.  How many more
Americans must be beheaded?   Have you not witnessed enough of what these radicals do?   Please be aware that you may

not get another chance to stop them decisively!
-----------------------

Now for those of you who have heard about General Patton's personality and don't mind a bit of raw language,  Patton
himself would undoubtedly have said something more like the following ----
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ATTENTION!
Mr. President, and all those whining, panty-waisted, pathetic Maggots, it's time for a little refresher course on exactly why
we Americans have to fight wars.  See if you can tear yourself away from your "reality" TV and Starbucks for a minute,

pull your head out of your flabby ass -- and LISTEN UP!

Abu Ghraib was not "torture" or an "atrocity". It may have been silly and given the world an opportunity to mock us, but it
was  the kind of thing frat boys, sorority girls, and academy cadets do to newcomers.  No more than some stupid juvenile
pranking.  Certainly no reason to wring your hands or get your panties in a wad.

Got that?

The following is REAL ATROCITY.

 

WHICH  PART  DON'T  YOU  GET?

We have mistreated Islamists you say?  My Ass!  For many years we have given them humanitarian assistance and bought

their oil at high prices.  Yet millions of these sons-of-bitches are plotting, as we speak, to destroy our country and our way
of life any way they can.  Many of them are here among us now.  They don't want to convert you and don't want to rule

you. You are a vile infestation of Allah's paradise . They don't give a shit how "progressive" you are, how peace-loving you
are, or how much you sympathize with their cause or call them "insurgents" or "freedom fighters" instead of "terrorists". 
They want your ass dead, and they think it is God's will for them to do it.

Some of us think if we give these sons-of-bitches a hug or listen to them, then they'll like us.  If you are among those

maggot-lovers,  then you are a pathetic dumb ass!

If they manage to get their hands on a nuke, chemical agents, or even some anthrax -- you will wish to God we had killed
them while we had the chance.  How many more Americans must be beheaded?   Have you fallen asleep AGAIN?  
BEWARE, you may not get another chance!

DISMISSED !

===================================================

ARTICLE: The Axis of Idiots by J.D. Pendry  (writes for Random House) 
Editor's note: although APC is officially non-partisan,  Pendry names names and news outlets, not political parties. What

he says is in quotes.

"Jimmy Carter, you are the father of the Islamic Nazi movement. You threw the Shah under the bus, welcomed the
Ayatollah home, and then lacked the spine to confront the terrorists when they took our embassy and our people hostage.
You're the runner-in-chief. 

Bill Clinton, you played ring around the Lewinsky while the terrorists were at war with us. You got us into a fight with

them in Somalia and then you ran from it. Your weak-willed responses to the USS Cole and the First Trade Center
Bombing and Our Embassy Bombings emboldened the killers. Each time you failed to respond adequately, they grew
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bolder, until 9/11/2001.

 
John Kerry, dishonesty is your most prominent attribute. You lied about American Soldiers in Vietnam and your military
service. Like your life, it's more fiction than fact. You've accused our military of terrorizing women and children in Iraq.

You called Iraq the wrong war, in the wrong place, at the wrong time. The same words you used to describe Vietnam.
You're a fake. You want to run from Iraq and abandon the Iraqis to murderers just as you did to the Vietnamese. Iraq, like

Vietnam, is another war that you were for, before you were against it.
 
John Murtha, you said our military was broken. You said we can't win militarily in Iraq. You accused United States

Marines of Cold-blooded murder without proof and said we should redeploy to Okinawa. Really John, Okinawa? And the
Democrats call you their Military expert! Are you sure you didn't suffer a traumatic brain injury while you were off

building your war hero resume? You're a sad, pitiable, corrupt and washed up politician. You're not a Marine, sir. You
wouldn't amount to a good pimple on a real Marine's butt. You're a phony and a disgrace. Run away, John .

 
Dick Durbin, you accused our Soldiers at Guantanamo of being Nazis, tenders of Soviet style gulags and as bad as the
regime of Pol Pot, who murdered two million of his own people after your party abandoned Southeast Asia to the

Communists. Now you want to abandon the Iraqis to the same fate. History was not a good teacher for you, was it? Lord
help us! See Dick run.

 
Ted Kennedy, for days on end you held poster-sized pictures from Abu Ghraib in front of any available television camera. 
Al Jazeera quoted you saying that Iraqi's torture chambers were open under new management. Did you see the news,

Teddy? The Islamic Nazis demonstrated another beheading for you.. If you truly supported our troops, you'd show the
World poster-sized pictures of that atrocity and demand the Annihilation of it. Your legislation stripping support from the

South Vietnamese led 
to a communist victory there. You're a bloated, drunken fool bent on repeating the same Historical blunder that turned

freedom-seeking people over to homicidal, genocidal maniacs. To paraphrase John Murtha, all while sitting on your wide,
gin-soaked rear-end in Washington. 

Nancy Pelosi, Harry Reid, Carl Levine, Barbara Boxer, Diane Feinstein, Russ Feingold, Hillary Clinton, Pat Leahy, Barack
Obama, Chuck Schumer, the Hollywood Leftist morons, et al, ad nauseam: Every time  you stand in front of television

cameras and broadcast to the Islamic Nazis that we went to war because our President lied, that the war is wrong and our
Soldiers are torturers, that we should leave Iraq, you give the Islamic butchers; the same ones that tortured and mutilated
American Soldiers; 

cause to think that we'll run away again,  and all they have to do is hang on a little longer. It is inevitable that we, the
infidels, will 

have to defeat the Islamic jihadists. Better to do it now on their turf, than later on ours, after they have gained both strength
and momentum. 

American news media, the New York Times particularly: each time you publish stories about national defense secrets and
our intelligence gathering methods, you become one united with the sub-human pieces of camel dung that torture and

mutilate the bodies of American Soldiers. You can't strike up the courage to publish cartoons, but you can help Al Qaeda
destroy my country. Actually, you are more dangerous to us than Al Qaeda is. Think about that each time you face Mecca

to admire your 
Pulitzer? 

You are America's AXIS OF IDIOTS. Your Collective Stupidity will destroy us. Self-serving politics and terrorist-abetting
news scoops are more important to you than our national security or the lives of innocent civilians and Soldiers. It bothers

you that defending ourselves gets in the way of your elitist sport of politics and your ignorant editorializing. There is as
much blood on your hands as is on the hands of murdering terrorists. Don't ever doubt that. Your frolics will only serve to

extend this war as they extended Vietnam. If you want our Soldiers home as you claim, knock off the crap and try
supporting your country ahead of supporting your silly political aims and aiding our enemies. Yes, I'm questioning your
patriotism. Your loyalty ends with self. I'm also questioning why you're stealing air that decent Americans could be

breathing. You don't deserve the protection of our men and women in uniform. You need to run away from this war, this
country. Leave the war to the people who have the will to 

see it through and the country to people who are willing to defend it. Our country has two enemies: those who want to
destroy us from the outside and those who attempt it from within, both contrary to their own oaths of office."
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Semper Fi,    J. D.. Pendry - Sergeant Major, USMC, Retired 


